
The discovery that pollutant concentrations are often 
higher indoors than out raises questions about 

energy conservation and casts into doubt much of the 
. air pollution epidemiology done tQ date 

One day last fall James L. Repace, . 
tn EPA employee in the Office of 
Joliey Analysis, carried with him 
hrough his day's activities a portable 
nonilor for respirable particles. He' 
ccordcd the highest concentrations of 
he day not while walking in downtown 
N ashington, nOf while commuting 
luring the rush hour, nor while driving 
)chind a smoky diesel truck; but while 
;ooking dinner that evening in his 
Ncl1-vcntilatcd kitchen. The second 
lighcstlcvcls were in the smoking 
;cction of the cafeteria at Goddard 
Space Flight Center, which he visited 
It lunchtime. 

Repacc's observations add just one 
:nore piece to a puzzle whose outline is 
llready discernable: Indoor concen
trations of pollutants often equal or 
!xcecd outdo0r concentrations-and 
outdOOr concentrations may have little 
to do wi th tho true exposures to pollu
tion we arc all experiencing. 

The high indoor partiCle eoncen
tralions Repace recorded are in no way 
nukes. N02, traced to gas combustion 
in stoves, has been found indoors at 
twice the outdoor level; CO in offices, 
garages, and hockey rinks is routinely 
in excess of the 8-11 EPA standard; 
hydrocarbons from myriad sources 
appear in high concentrations; and 
radioactive rudon gas, emitted natu
rally from a variety of building matc
rials~and even by soil-has been de~' 
tocted indoors at levels that exceed 
ambient by factors of 2-20. 

Add to this the fact that anesti
mated 90% of the average per~on's 

time. is spent indoors, and indoor pol
lution emerges as a health threat that 
seems to make outdo9r pollution pale 
by comparison. 

T Mal dose assessment 
According to researchers in the 

field, the real lesson that emerges from 
these discoveries is' that we can no 
longer usc measurements from a single 
"microenvironment" as an indicator of 
the popUlation's cxposllre to pollution. 
Ambient concentrations arc nn un
certain measure of personal exposure, 
and air quality standards framed in 

. terms of ambient concentrations alone 
may be woefully inadequate to their 
mission of protecting public health. 
The key word. though, is "alone." 

"The indoor environment is an en
tity by, itself," said Demetri?sMos-

chandreas of Geomet Technologies, 
. Inc. (Gaithersburg. Md.), who has 
been involved in indoor air pollution 
studies since 1976. "But that does not 
mean ignore outdoor levels. We will 
miss the essence if we decide that we 
have spent all this money needlessly 
[on outdoor pollution] and now we 
have to spend twice as much on in
doors. You have to consider the whole 
thing. That is why [ go back to lhe tolal 
exposure concept-and total exposure 
is just that, total." 

John D. Spengler of the H.arvard ". 
University" School of Public Health 
made a similar point: '~The objective of 
our measurements is to find the expo
sure of the popUlation to pollutants. 
The important thing about indoor 
pollutant measurements is sorting 
people out into exposure groups." 

Determining when. where. and how 
exposure occurs is the key nol only to 
limiting exposure, but even \0 under
standing· the fundamental crf(;cts of 
pollution correctly. Ultimately. 
Spengler s..'lid, "we're trying to get the 
right measure to associate with health 
effects." For example. is it long-term 
average, short-lerm average. or peak 
exposures th.1t arc most impnrlant'! 
Where can fixed sampkrs be pl:t..:ed, 
and how mnlly will be needed. to pro
vide an accurate indication of PCfSOlll1l 

exposure for a given segment of the 
population? And what are the key 
variables-such as use of gas 
stoves-that determine personal ex
posure? These are the questions that 
have been raised by recognition of in-
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James L. Repace's exposure to respirable particles, as recorded by a portable monitor which he ca;'ried with him on Oct. 16, 1979. 

door pollution, and that may be an
swered by further study of indoor 
pollution. 

Shockers steal the show 
But maintaining this perspective is 

difficult in the face of the undeniably 
disturbing revelations about indoor 
pollution. Some have been real horror 
stories. 

r n the course of a continuing epicic
llIio\ogical study involving six <.:ities 
and some 20000 subjects, Spengler 
conducted indoor and outdoor mea
surements in 73 houses. I n those with 
gas cooking, N02 was measured re
peatedly, and for as long as hours at a 
time, at over 500 f,lg/m 3. Annual mean 
values in kitchens with gas stoves may 
well exceed the ambient air standard 
of 100 f,lg/ m3. And the effects are no
ticeable. 

"For nonoccupational groups, chil
dren for instance, you see two popula
tions," Spengler explained. "The gas
cooking population is having a higher 
mean exposure than the electric
cooking population.;' And according to 
Spengler and others, that difference is 
associated with increased respirator~ 
disease and decreased lung volume in 
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the gas-cooking group. 
Respirable particles can reach as

tounding concentrations indoors, 
particularly where there is smoking 
going' on. Repace sampled particle 
Icvels in a variety of indoor· environ
ments and found consistently higher 
levels where there was smoking; typical 
values were 70-900 f,lg/m 3 of respi
rable particles in environments ranging 
from restaurants to church bingo· 
games to a hospital waiting room. The 
grand prize went to an office building 
conference room, which lipped the 

. scales at 2000 f,lg/m 3• The ambient 
standard calls for the 24-h average not 
to exceed 260 f,lg/m 3 more than once 
a year. 

Formaldehyde has received much 
attention from the complaints of sick
ness, sometimcs severe, that have fol
lowed on the installation of urea
formaldehyde foam insulation in 
houses. And according to Craig D. 
Hollowell of the Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory, "formaldehyde is just the 
ti p of the iceberg of the issue of or
ganics. We have found a large number 
of organic oompounds" indoors, par
ticularly in office buildings where 
carpeting, paneling, construction ad-

hesives, and cleaning compounds 
contribute a whole grab bag or sub
stances to the air. 

Another shocker is benzo[a] pyrene. 
"BaP is elevated indoors and that is 
something that should concern people 
a great deal," said Moschandrcas, who 
reportcd a concentration of 11.4 
ng/m3 in one home which had a fire
place going. Wood-burning stoves and 
smoking can also jack up indoor levcls 
of this "most uncha lIengcd ca rcino
gen," according to ~vt()schal1dreas. 

Rut the most frightening component 
of indoor air may be radioactive radon 
gas. Radon is emitted naturally by 
anything that contains radium-
226 and that includes concrete. 

'brick. stone. even thc soil under 
building foundations, Radon decays to 
give rise to four'''daughter'' elements, 
all radioact~ve as.well; these tend to 
stick to airborne particles which lllay 
then be inhaled. The dose of alpha ra
diation that the lung tissue receives 
when these inhaled daughters decay 
has been closely linked with lung can
cer incidence in uranium miners ex
posed to high concentrations. 

. Hollowell's group has estimated 
that, at present, indoor exposure to 



radon daughters may account for as 
many as 1000-20 000 lung cancer 
deaths each year in the U.S. 

for a major study; the contract went to 
Moschandreas' group at Geomet; and, 
as Moschandreas put it, "they found 
out otherwise." Hollowell had mean-

Tightening up on energy-and air while become interested in the indoor 
Much of the attention that indoor environment,.rn particular the role of 

air quality has received of late h~s emissions generated by gas combustion 
arisen from concern over the effects of indoors. He pursued the matter with 
energy conservation measures, such as the Atomic Energy Commission, and 
weather-stripping and caulking, that subsequently with the Energy De- . 
reduce ventilation rates. With a re- partment's building conservation sec-
duction in ventilation comes an in- tion. 
crease in the indoor concentration of Energy conservation is what woke 
any pollutant with an indoor source. up the EPA. policy people. When the 
The two Depar'tment of Energy pro- DOE proposals were reviewed by the 
grams designed to cut building energy . EPA last year, Repace "realized right 
usc-the Building Energy Perfor- away that both the RCS and the BEPS 
mance Standards. (BEPS) and the would have tremendous indoor air 
Residential Conservation Service quality implications. There was a se-
(RCS)-have in particular forced.the rious air quality problem and it was 
issue to a head. . .. about to get worse," he said. 

But many researchcrs are quick to . The EPA entered into negotiations 
point out that the problem is not new. with DOE in an effort to put some 
"The indoor environment was dirty limits on the RCS program. "In the 
before energy conservation came midst of our negotiations," Repace 
along," said Moschandreas. And continued, "Maxine Savitz [assistant 
Hollowell said, "Energy conservation secretary for conservation and solar at 
programs have sensitized many people, DOE] sent a letter to [EPA Adminis-

. but there was a problem even before trator] Costle requesting the estab-
you looked at energy conservation." lishment of indoor air quality stan-

What is new is awareness of the dards. As far as I was concerned, this 
problem, though in retrospect it is hard was a very significant development. At 
to understand how it could have taken that point we felt we could justify a big 
so long to come about. Since about program, and that it was needed-it 
1970 the EPA. had been fundi ng some was of national importance." 
work on indoor air quality, but at a Outside the agency, however, the 
very low level. "EPA. looked at the view of how much will be done tends to 
problem as 'outdoor will determine be pessimistic. Hollowell, and to a 
indoor levels,''' said Moschandreas. lesser degree Spengler, elaimed that 

In 1976 the EPA sought proposals the EPA is reluctant to touch the issue 
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at all. Spengler.cited arguments raised 
within the agency and by environ
mental groups that recognition of in
door air pollution would weaken the 
eas.e for ambient standards, which 
have been hard fought for. And Hol
lowell suggested that the Geomet study 
and a National Academy of Sciences 
study commi~sioned by the agency 
were more an attempt to show that the 
EPA was doing something rather than 
part of an effort to truly take on the 
problem. It was the Savitz letter that 
goaded the EPA into taking charge as 
much as it has, Hollowell said: "It's 
become an issue that the EPA can no 
longer ignore." 

Legal and political harriers 
But even if the EPA docs make the 

decision to tackle thc issue, it faces 
some genuine obstacles. The so-called 
"industry argument"-that ambient 
standards may be weakened-is only 
one of them . 

A more serious problem is that the 
EPA probably lacks legal authority to 
deal with indoor pollution. though the 
point is disputed. A clear mandate 
could come from an amendment to the 
Clean Air Act, an action that will be 
urged on Congress by a General Ac
counting Office report that was in 
preparation at press time. 

There will no doubt be many "turr' 
problems as well, of which th~ EPA
DOE dispute over energy conservation 
is only the first. The Occupati,)nal 
Safety and Health Administration. the 
Consumer' Product Safety Commis
sion. the Department of llealth and 
Human Services, and the Department 
of Housing and Urban Development 
arc all already in the act in one way or 
another .. 

Finally, there is certain to be oppo
sition from groups, such as the house 
builders, who would be affected by any 
eventual regulations and who will raise 
the "spectre of the government telling 
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Indoor, outdoor, and personal concentrations 
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people what to do indoors," as Repace 
put it. 

But Repace once again tends toward· 
the optimistic, dismissing these ob
stacles and declaring, "It is completely 
obvious to me that we will need indoor 
air quality standards." The extent to 
wh ich his view is sha red by his superi
ors is IInciear. 

I<ep:\ce simply shrugs off the "in
dllst ry :\ rglllllent." "I I' people arc going 
to take your argument and use· it 
against you, you can't stop them. And, 
to a certain extent, they have a point. 
But first of all, background levels in
door.~ come from outdoors. Secondly, 
we know frol11 :t vt:ry 1:\ rgt: nil m ht:r of 
stlldi('~;, YOIl have :tClltt: calise alld ef
kct wil Ii f;\l'Iory t:llli~~,i()ns pt:ople do 
elit:." And II!: 111:\dt: a jloint that both 
Spengkr :\0(\ Moschalldreas empha
sized when askt:d whether outdoor 
standards were i.tnportant: "Some 
people spend the great bulk of their 
time outdoors." Spengler added that if 
it is peak exposures that determine the 
health effects, spending even a short 
time outdoors in the presence of high 
concentrations could be harmful. 

As for worries over the EPA's telling 
people what to do, Repace said, "That .. 
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is a very naive view. Controls can be 
implemented through changes in 
building codes rather than in personal 
behavior." 

Airing views 
In the meantime-and it may be a 

long meantime before these problems 
are sorted out-the EPA is seeking to 
have the RCS program limit its tight
ening up of residential buildings so that 
ventila tion rates arc not reduced below 
one complete air change per hour. The 
EPA has argued that the program in
tends to cut the average exchange rate 
in half, a move thilt would more than 
double indoor radon concentrations 
and would result in as many as 20 000 
additional radon-induced lung cancer 
deaths per year. f)OI~ argues that that 
is a 'gross overestimate, since the pro
gram would only reach 25-]O(Y!, of the 
houses in the country and would only 
tighten them up by 25%, not 50%. 
Furthermore, they claim, the average 
ventilation rate is already below 1.0 
excha·nge per hour. An agreement be
tween the two agencies is expected 
shortly on the residential conservation 
program, but it will be a long time be
fore there is any agreement on what 

the actuai risks are. According to 
Hollowell, it will be a long time before 
we even know whL! the risks are. 

"You just can't do it today," he said, 
"'Setting a standard is not the way to 
go~ But we're going to have to comc up 
with some sort of trigger level" which 
will set off corrective action to reduce 
exposure. 

Reduced ventilation unquestionably 
increases concentrations. Experiments 
by ~ lollowell's group havt: shown a 
direct relation between concentrations 
of CO, N02, and formaldehyde. pro
duced by a gas o.ven, and ventilation 
rates in a test kitchen. Detailed mea
sllrements of radon in one hOllsc. under 
varying ventihltion conditions. show a 
similar relation. And Iiollowcli has 
concluded t ha t, 1'01' Illllst casl's. ";\11 a i I' 
exchange ratc or 0.5 ach [air challges 
per hour] is required in onkr to 
maintain radon concentrations below 
4 nCiI lit]., the maximum permissible 
given by health guidelines." Some 
energy-efficient houses have ventila
tion rates as low as 0.1 ach. 

Air-to-air heat exchangers, which 
draw in fresh air through one duct 
while expelling indoor air in an adja
cent duct. heat the incoming air and 



~CljUCC the cm:rgy cost or ventilation; 
this may provide Ol1e, at least partial. 
solution. ('ontrol stratcgicsJor radon 
may incimh; rilters tliat rC!l\ove air
borne particlcs whieh carry the radon 
daughtcrs. But according to Hollowell, 
"the whole control technology field 
. needs a lot of work." 

A monkey wrench in epidemiology 

The control technology field isn't the 
only.one. The finding or indoor sourCes 
).1nd hil!h indoor levcls of polilltants has 
\::rst a shadow on past cpidemiology, 
which alkillpted to rdate health ef
feels with olltdoor levels oilly. 

"The crrccts that you do see could be 
occurrin~ at lower levels" than would 
appear r~om these studies, said Spen
ricl'. A typical epidellliological study 
mil'.ht cOlllpare lIlakhcd populations 
in two dil'l'crellt cities, one with high 
outdoor cOllcentrations or a pollutant 
and one with low. outdoor concentra
tions; difrerences in morbidity and 
mortality between the two groups 
would then be ascribed to the different 
degrees or pollution. But indoor pol
IUlion can introduce several possible 
distortions. I r, for example, a city wit h 
high outdoor levels of N02 used pre
dlll1linantly electric stoves whil~ a city 
with low outdoor levels used gas stoves, 
actual personal exposures in both cities 
might be very similar. ;\. study which 
looked only at outdoor levels would 
concludc that higher N0 2 concentra
tions had little effect on health. ;\. 
systematic bias the other way is also 
possible. leading to an overestimate \'\1' 
the health effects. 

Even if there is no systematic bias, 
however, the variation in indoor ex
posures introduces a "random vari
ablc" which reduces the sensitivity of 
the study. 1 lollowell asked the question 
on everyone's mind: "How can one do 
an epidemiology study and forget the 
indoor environment'!" 

Persollal lIlollilurillg . 

Spcn,!ier sees this as a compelling 
rca~()n by i tsel f tn study the indoor 
cnvirollment. "If it's a confounding 
factor in olltdoor epidemiology, it's 
worth some investment--that's inde-· 
Pl!ndent or it being a health problem of 
ilsel r." 

The ultimate aim for health studies 
Oil lal')',c p()Plllations, according to 
Sp(:III'it:r, is to sec whether it is possible 
to "I:lke olle or two key variables, such 
as 1 he pn:senee or absence of gas 
stoves, and characterize the exposure 
of the whole population." In pursuit of 
this aim, Spenglcrhas begun some 
personal exposure monitoring in con
junction with the Harvard Six ~ity 
Study. Measurements made by por-

til ble samplcrs carried by thc subject.'> 
arc correlated with the subject's ac
tivities-recorded in a log-and with 
measurements taken at fixed locations 
indoors and out. One of these experi
ments, carried out in Topeka, Kans., 
shows some telling results: If outdoor 
concentrations of N02 and stove type 
arc considered, 77% of the variance in 
recorded personal exposures ean be 
explained; if only outdoor concentra
tions are considered, only 22% of the 
variance is explained. Spengler is in the 
process or extending these studies to 
the other cities of the Six City 
Study. 

But expanding such a study to the 
point that it is more than a series of 
spot measurements-Spengler's 
Kansas study involved only 23 
sllbjects--will be expensive and will be 
limited by available instrllme'nts. 
"Trying to develop low-cost, reliable, 
portable-if we could, even per
sonal-monitors is the issue," said 
Hollowell. Both Hollowell and Spen
gler have had to design and build their 
own devices. The problem is not a lack 
of knowledge of how to measure these 
pollutants. ("Everything's available as 
fur as principle of operation," said 
Spengler.) But instrument manufac
turers have not yet found it worthwhile 
to produce units for the specific ap
plications required. And portability' 
and low cost are only a part of the 
issue: "The methods used to measure 
the same pollutants outdoors willlikcly 
encounter new interferences indoors," 
according to Spengler. Spengier ran 
into one such case when he attempted 
to usc a commercial N02 monitor in
doors. Everything was fine until house 
painters arrived on the scene; as soon 
as they started work, the meter went 
off scale. 

An expensive study 

There is a growing sentiment that a 
large study is needed. As Moschan
drcas said, "One house does not focus 
on the big problem. We arc not there 
yet. We cannot make gencral conclu
sions." Whether the money will be 
available for the "comprehensive, 
statistically valid study" that Mos
chandreas envisions is another 
matter. 

At present it seems that $3-4 mil
lion may be budgeted by the EPA for 
riseal ycar II)X2. In the meantime, the 
DOE indoor air quality program at 
Lawrence Berkelcy will eontinuc at a 
budget of about half that, as it has for 
several years; and $2 million is being 
made available to the EPA immedi
ately through a two-year agreement 
with the National Institute ror Occu
pational Safety and Health. N 10SH's 
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interest is in having 24-h exposure 
profi les deVeloped for workers ill I he 
c/ectronics and biosynlilesis industries; 
the EP;\. expects 10 learn sl)ll1cthing 
about general indoor exposures to 
radon, formaldehyde, respirable par
ticles, and asbestos in the course of the 
work. 

Indoor atmospheric chemistry 
More is needed than a large survey 

of indoor concentrations. What is in 
the air in the first pluce is still a major 
unknown, particularly in the case of 
organics. "Organics frol11 bu ildi ng 
materials is still an area that has not 
really been explored," said Hollowell. 
"I don't think we really understand 
what all the sources arc" --or even 
what the identities of all the com
pounds arc. 

How indoor pollutants interact is 
also an unknown. Compared with the 
outdoor environment, said Spengler, 
"you're injecting into thc air totally 
different characteristics of tempcra- , 
ture, humidity, and other pollutants." 
Ammonia, produced by humans, 
should be higher indoors, for example, 
and could react with sulfates or sulfu
ric acid. The question is: What is the· 
chemical species that ends up inside? 

"The other thing that's missing is 
quantification of removal rales," 
Spengler continued. "You have tre
mendously more surface area indoors; 
you have much more opportunity for 
surface reactions." Particle deposition 
rates, room-to-room air-transfer rates, 
and ventilation rates need to be known 
better too. , 

No olle is undercstimating thl' si/e 
of the task. "I SI:I: it need ror a Ill:qll!' 
program that should take Sllllll:\\ hC1'1: 

from three to five years, " said 1\·I\ls
chandreas. And there is an under
standing that all available resources 
will need to be tapped. "None of us can 
do the whole thing," he said. 

-Stephen Budiansky 
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